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Abstract

This paper explores the possibility of using multiplicative gate to build two recurrent neural
network structures. These two structures are called Deep Simple Gated Unit (DSGU)
and Simple Gated Unit (SGU), which are structures for learning long-term dependencies.
Compared to traditional Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU), both structures require fewer parameters and less computation time in sequence
classification tasks. Unlike GRU and LSTM, which require more than one gate to control
information flow in the network, SGU and DSGU only use one multiplicative gate to control
the flow of information. We show that this difference can accelerate the learning speed
in tasks that require long dependency information. We also show that DSGU is more
numerically stable than SGU. In addition, we also propose a standard way of representing
the inner structure of RNN called RNN Conventional Graph (RCG), which helps to analyze
the relationship between input units and hidden units of RNN.

Keywords: Recurrent Neural Networks(RNN); Deep Neural Networks; Neural Network
Representation

1. Introduction

The use of advanced architectures of RNNs, such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997)) and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho et al. (2014a))
for learning long dependencies has led to significant improvements in various tasks, such as
Machine Translation (Bahdanau et al. (2015)) or Robot Reinforcement Learning (Bakker
(2001)). The main idea behind these networks is to use several gates to control the informa-
tion flow from previous steps to the current steps. By employing the gates, any recurrent
unit can learn a mapping from one point to another. Hochreiter proposed using two gates,
namely an input gate and an output gate in the original LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhu-
ber (1997)), while Gers added a forget gate to the original LSTM to form the well-known
LSTM network (Gers et al. (2000)). Similarly, in GRU a reset gate and an update gate are
used for the same purpose. In this paper, we simplify GRU to contain only one gate, which
we name Simple Gated Unit (SGU). Then, by adding one layer to SGU, we form Deep SGU
(DSGU). Both models use multiplicative operation to control the flow of information from
the previous step to the current step. By doing so, we can reduce one-third (for SGU) and
one-sixth (for DSGU) of parameters needed and accelerate the learning process compared
to GRU. The results also indicate that adding layers in RNN’s multiplication gate is an
interesting direction of optimizing RNN structure.
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In the following sections, we first describe the standard graph for representing detailed
inner structure of RNN, i.e. relationships between the input units and recurrent units of
each time step. We call this graph RNN Conventional Graph (RCG). Next, we introduce
the structures of LSTM and GRU using RCG, followed by a description of the proposed
network SGU and its variant DSGU. Finally, we present experimental results showing the
performance of the proposed networks in several tasks, including IMDB semantic analysis,
pixel-by-pixel MNIST classification task and a text generation task.

2. RNN Conventional Graph

RNN is a neural network with recurrent connections. The first step of training an RNN
network is to unfold recurrent connections in time, which results in a deep hierarchy con-
sisting of layers of the inner structure of RNN. In most cases, researchers produce their
own graphs or use only mathematical equations to represent the structure of an RNN net-
work. However, these representations can be rather complicated and idiosyncratic to each
researcher. We designed RCG in order to provide a clear and standard view of the inner
structure of RNN.

RCG consists of an input unit, an output unit, default activation functions and gates.
It is easy to see how many and what kind of gates an RNN has and the graph can be easily
translated into formulas. Normally, RCG takes xt (sometimes also x1 to xt−1 ) and ht−1

(sometimes also h1 to ht−2 ) as inputs and produces ht as an output. An RCG represents
the input on the left side and the output on the right side, which enables the graph to show
clearly how the information from the left side flows through different structures to the right
side.

In the following sections, we use RCG to describe different structures of RNN.

2.1. RCG example: Vanilla Recurrent Neural Network

Vanilla Recurrent Neural Network (VRNN) is the simplest form of RNN. It consists of one
input node and several hidden nodes. Hidden nodes are recurrent units, which means the
current value ht is updated according to the previous unit ht−1 and the current input it.
Figure 1 shows the relationship between xt, ht−1 and ht in VRNN.

In the form of RCG, VRNN can be represented as:

xt

ht−1

ht

⊕ tanh

Figure 1: RCG of Vanilla Recurrent Neural Network. Recurrent input ht−1 is drawn from
the upper side of the graph. Similarly, the input of the current step xt is drawn
from the left side. With an arrow → indicating a matrix multiplication operation,
the information from two different sources goes into the addition node

⊕
in the

middle of the graph. Followed by a non-linear function tanh, it outputs the
current value of hidden units ht
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Mathematically, the updating rule of VRNN is defined as:

ht = σ (Wxhx+Whhht−1 + b) (1)

In Figure 1, an arrow → represents multiplication with a matrix, an addition node
⊕

indicates an addition operation to all the inputs. For example, xt → represents Wxhxt and
ht−1 → representsWhhht−1. As a consequence, the whole graph can be directly transformed
into Formula 1. The bias vector b is ignored in the graph as it can be integrated into the
multiplication matrix.

3. LSTM and GRU

LSTM and GRU were developed to tackle a major problem suffered by traditional VRNN,
namely the exploding and vanishing gradient problem for long-term dependency tasks (Pas-
canu et al. (2012)). They both use gated units to control the information flow through the
network. However, LSTM differs from GRU in that LSTM uses three gates to control
the information flow of the internal cell unit, while GRU only uses gates to control the
information flow from the previous time steps.

3.1. LSTM

LSTM contains three gates: an input gate, an output gate and a forget gate – illustrated
in Figure 2. At each iteration, the three gates try to remember when and how much the
information in the memory cell should be updated. Mathematically, the process is defined
by Formulas 2 to 6. Similarly to VRNN, LSTM can also be represented by RCG.

Figure 2 shows the RCG representation of LSTM. In the figure, xt → is defined as
Wxix, ct−1 → is defined as Wcict , ht−1 → is defined as Whiht−1, -var- means that the
output from the left side is named var and passed to the right side,

⊕
means summation

over all the inputs,
⊗

means multiplication over all the inputs. For symbols
⊕

and
⊗

,
the input connections are normally defined as left and up connections, but if there are four
connections to the node, then only the right connection is an output connection and the
rest of the connections are input connections.

Mathematically, the relationship between the input and the output of LSTM is defined
by a set of the following equations.

it = σ (Wxixt +Whiht−1 +Wcict−1 + bi) (2)

f t = σ (Wxfxt +Whfht−1 +Wcfct−1 + bf ) (3)

ct = f tct−1 + it tanh (Wxcxt +Whcht−1 + bc) (4)

ot = σ (Wxoxt +Whoht−1 +Wcoct + bo) (5)

ht = ot tanh(ct) (6)

Formula 2 describes the update rule of the input gate. It takes the output ht−1 of the
last time step of the system, the input for the current time step xt , the memory cell value
of the last time step ct−1 and a bias term bt into its updating rule. Similarly, Formulas 3
to 6 use these parameters to update their values. Generally, the input gate controls the
information flow into the memory cell, the forget gate controls the information flow out of
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xt

ht−1 ct−1

it
⊕ ⊕

xt

ht−1 ⊗⊕

xt

ht−1 ct−1

f t

ct−1 ⊕⊗ ⊕ ⊗

xt

ct ct

htot

ht−1⊕ ⊕ ⊗

tanh

tanh

tanh

tanh
tanh

Figure 2: LSTM represented in the RCG form. The input xt is fed in from the left side
and recurrent connections are fed from either down or up. The outputs ct and
ht of this time step are output on the left side.

the system and the output gate controls how the information can be translated into the
output. These three gates form a path of remembering the long-term dependency of the
system. A direct relationship between the RCG representation of LSTM and Formulas 2
to 6 can be easily observed. The first line of Figure 2 shows Fomula 2. The second line of
Figure 2 shows how Formula 4 calculates ct . Similarly, the third and fourth lines of the
figure map to Formula 3 and Formula 5, respectively. In the RCG representation of LSTM,
three multiplication gates are contained in the graph. It is an important characteristic of
LSTM.

3.2. GRU

GRU was first designed by Kyunghyun Cho in his paper about Neural Machine Translation
(Bahdanau et al. (2015)). This structure of RNN only contains two gates. The update
gate controls the information that flows into memory, while the reset gate controls the
information that flows out of memory. Similarly to the LSTM unit, GRU has gating units
that modulate the flow of information inside the unit, however, without having a separate
memory cell. Figure 3 shows the RCG representation of GRU.

The elements in Figure 3 are similar to the elements in Figure 2. However, the activation
ht of GRU at time t is a linear interpolation between the previous activation ht−1 and the

candidate activation h̃t, which is represented by
∑⊗

in the RCG representation of GRU

and defined mathematically as:

ht = (1− zt) · ht−1 + zt · h̃t, (7)

where an update gate zt decides how much the unit updates its activation, or information
from the previous step.
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xt

ht−1

rt

ht−1

⊕ ⊗

xt
⊕

xt zt

ht−1

h̃t

ht−1

ht

⊕ ∑⊗

sig

tanh

sig

Figure 3: RCG representation of GRU. The input xt is fed in from the left side. Recurrent
connections are fed from either down or up, and output ht is passed to the left.
The special gate

∑⊗
in the right corner is defined in Equation 7.

zt = σ1(Whzht−1 +Wxzxt) (8)

rt = σ1(Whrht−1 +Wxrxt) (9)

h̃t = σ2(Wchxxt +Wchr(rt · ht−1)) (10)

ht = (1− zt)ht−1 + zth̃t (11)

The RCG representation of GRU can be directly translated into Formulas 8 to 11.
Formula 8 represents the update gate, Formula 9 represents the reset gate and Formula 11
shows how the output ht is calculated.

4. SGU and DSGU

In this section we describe the proposed Simple Gated Unit (SGU) and Deep Simple Gated
Unit (DSGU).

4.1. SGU

SGU is a recurrent structure designed for learning long-term dependencies. Its aim is to
reduce the amount of parameters needed to train and to accelerate the training speed in
temporal classification tasks. As we observed earlier, GRU uses two gates to control the
information flow from the previous time step to the current time step. However, compared
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to GRU, SGU uses only one gate to control the information flow in the system, which is
simpler and faster in terms of computation time.

xt xg

ht−1

zg

ht−1

zout
⊗ ⊗

xt zt

ht−1 ht−1

ht

⊕ ∑⊗

tanh softplus

hard sig

one-layer multiplicative gate

Figure 4: SGU in the form of RCG. This structure receives information from the current
step and amplifies it by multiplying it with the current hidden states.

Figure 4 shows the structure of SGU. The input is fed into two different function units
of the structure. The first line of the graph represents the gate to the recurrent neural
network and the second line is the normal recurrent operation. Mathematically, Figure 4
represents the following formulas:

xg = Wxhxt + bg (12)

zg = σ1(Wzxh(xg · ht−1)) (13)

zout = σ2(zg · ht−1) (14)

zt = σ3(Wxzxt + bz +Whzht−1) (15)

ht = (1− zt)ht−1 + zt · zout (16)

Compared to GRU, SGU needs fewer parameters. From Figure 4, we can observe that
six weight matrices are needed for GRU, but SGU only needs four weight matrices. Inspired
by IRNN, which is a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with rectifier as inner activation
function (Le et al. (2015)), the structure uses softplus activation function for input, which
intuitively enables the network to learn faster.

4.2. DSGU

DSGU is also an RNN structure designed for classification tasks. DSGU is designed to
tackle a problem associated with SGU – we observed that if SGU is continuously trained,
the process might drop dramatically. This is probably due to the shallowness of the gate
and the nature of the softmax activation function.

Adding an extra weight matrix to zout would make controlling the gate with a more
complicated structure easier and the network more stable. The structure of DSGU is shown
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in Figure 5. The only difference compared to SGU is that before zout one weight matrix is
added to the previous output.

xt

ht−1

zg

ht−1

zout
⊗ ⊗

xt z

ht−1 ht−1

ht

⊕ ∑⊗

tanh sig

hard sig

two-layer multiplicative gate

Figure 5: The structure of DSGU. Similarly to SGU, the input is fed into two different
function units of the structure, namely z and zout.

The first line of the graph represents the gate to the recurrent neural network and the
second line is the normal recurrent operation. Mathematically, Figure 5 represents the
following formulas:

xg = Wxhxt + bg (17)

zg = σ1(Wzxh(xg · ht−1)) (18)

zout = σ2(Wgo(zg · ht−1)) (19)

z = σ3(Wxzxt + bz +Whzht−1) (20)

ht = (1− zt)ht−1 + zt · zout (21)

5. Experimental Results

In this section we report on the performance of SGU and DSGU in three classification tasks.

5.1. IMDB Sentiment Classification Task

We use a collection of 50,000 reviews from IMDB, extracted and provided by Stanford
University (Maas et al. (2011)). Each movie has no more than 30 reviews and the whole
dataset contains an even number of positive and negative reviews. As a consequence, a
totally random algorithm yields 50% accuracy.

We use a system made by a stack of two layers. The first layer is the RNN layer (GRU,
SGU, DSGU or LSTM) and the second layer is a dense layer with one output neuron.
In this experiment, we use sigmoid as the activation function of the output layer and the
binary cross-entropy as the cost function. All the tests were performed using Titan X GPU
architecture.
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We used standard initializations for the LSTM network, including the forget gate. The
network uses glorot uniform as the initialization method of the input matrices and orthog-
onal initialization for the recurrent matrices. See Table 1 for initialization methods and
activation functions for all the parameters in LSTM.

update gate reset gate output gate cell

W glorot uniform glorot uniform glorot uniform None

U orthogonal orthogonal orthogonal None

activation hard sigmoid hard sigmoid hard sigmoid tanh

Table 1: The initialization method and the activation function of each gate of LSTM in the
IMDB sentiment analysis task.

Our implementation of GRU uses the standard structure mentioned above. W is the
matrix used for multiplication of x, and U is the matrix used for multiplication of the hidden
units. Table 2 shows all the configurations of the initialization of different parameters.

input gate forget gate

W glorot uniform glorot uniform

U orthogonal orthogonal

activation sigmoid hard sigmoid

Table 2: The initialization method and activation function of each gate of GRU in the
IMDB sentiment analysis task.

We ran GRU, SGU, DSGU and LSTM 50 times on the IMDB sentiment analysis dataset
and calculated the mean and variance over all the experiments. The test results comparing
SGU, DSGU, GRU and LSTM are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. Figure 6 compares
the models in terms of the number of iterations, while Figure 7 compares the models in
terms of time. Compared with LSTM and GRU, SGU can converge in a very short period
(in approximately 2000 iterations or 180 seconds). In this task, we can also observe high
variance in the testing phase when learning with LSTM, which makes LSTM less stable
in practice. Both figures use the mean values for comparisons of SGU, DSGU, GRU and
LSTM. In both cases, SGU and DSGU learn faster than GRU and LSTM.

5.2. MNIST Classification from a Sequence of Pixels

Image classification is a major problem in the field of image processing. MNIST is the
simplest and the most well-studied dataset that has been used in many image classification
tasks (LeCun et al. (1998)). In recent studies, pixel-by-pixel MNIST (Le et al. (2015)) was
used to train RNN networks in order to test their ability to classify temporal data. Below,
we follow research presented in Quoc Lee’s paper (Le et al. (2015)) and compare SGU and
DSGU against two models used in the paper (Le et al. (2015)) i.e. LSTM and IRNN.

In our experiments, we use a system made by a stack of two layers of neural networks.
The first layer is a corresponding RNN layer (GRU, IRNN, SGU, DSGU or LSTM) and the
second layer is a dense layer. Rmsprop optimization algorithm, softmax activation function
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Figure 6: Comparison of SGU, DSGU, GRU and LSTM in the IMDB sentiment classifica-
tion task. The y-axis shows validation accuracy of the model, whist the x-axis
represents the number of iterations.

Figure 7: Comparison of SGU, DSGU, GRU and LSTM in the IMDB sentiment classifica-
tion task in terms of seconds required to perform the task.

and categorical cross entropy were used for LSTM and IRNN in order to match the settings
used by Quoc Lee (Le et al. (2015)). For IRNN, we used a relatively high learning rate
of 1e-6 in order to speed up the learning process (In original paper (Le et al. (2015)), the
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learning rate is 10−8). We also tried using IRNN with Adam as the optimization algorithm,
however the system did not learn in this case. In GRU, SGU and DSGU experiments, we
used Adam (Kingma and Ba (2014b)) as the optimization algorithm, sigmoid function as
the final layer activation function and categorical cross-entropy as the cost function. We
would like to point out that using a sigmoid function as the final layer activation function
does not give a proper probability distribution over different classes but it does provide a
right prediction of class. Using sigmoid function as final layer activation function is essential
for systems built using SGU and DSGU. All experiments were performed without cutting
gradient.

Figure 8: Validation accuracy of GRU, DSGU, IRNN and SGU and LSTM in terms of time
in the MNIST classification task. Both DSGU and SGU reached a very high
accuracy within a short period of time. However, SGU dropped after a short
period, which might be due to the fact that it is too simple for learning this task.
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Figure 9: Validation accuracy of GRU, DSGU, IRNN and SGU and LSTM in terms of
number of iterations in the MNIST classification task. Both DSGU and SGU
reached a very high accuracy within a short period of time. However, SGU
dropped after a short period, which might be due to the fact that it is too simple
for learning this task.

The results, presented in Figures 8 and 9, show that both GRU and DSGU reached the
best validation error accuracy (0.978) within a relatively short period of time (around 42000
seconds). (The best result of IRNN in paper (Le et al. (2015)) is 97% with a relatively long
training time.) However, SGU failed to increase after around 30 iterations, which indicates
hidden units in SGU might not be enough to keep the information in its structure in this
particular task. This problem could be fixed by cutting the gradient in the structure,
however, in order to provide a more general model and to avoid this problem, we propose
using DSGU. GRU also behaved unstable in this task. We suspect using sigmoid function
as an activation function of the output layer is not very suitable for GRU. This problem
could also be fixed by cutting the gradient. After this paper was accepted, we noticed our
result was surpassed by using LSTM with batch normalization (Cooijmans et al. (2016)).

5.3. Text Generation

Text generation is a specific task designed for the testing performance of recurrent neural
networks. According to Graves (Graves (2013)), the recurrent neural network needs to be
trained with a large number of characters from the same distribution, e.g. a particular
book.

In this experiment, we use a collection of writings by Nietzsche to train our network. In
total, this corpus contains 600901 characters and we input one character at a time in order
to train the network to find a common pattern in the writing style of Nietzsche.
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The structure for learning includes an embedding layer, a corresponding recurrent layer,
and an output layer. For this experiment, we vary the recurrent layer and the activation
function of the output layer. We tested DSGU, GRU and SGU with the sigmoid activation
function in the output layer, while in LSTM, we used both sigmoid and softmax function
in the output layer. The optimization algorithm for the models is Adam. We run each
configuration 15 times and average the results.

Figure 10 shows the results of the text generation task in terms of the number of itera-
tion. Figure 11 represents the results of the text generation task in terms of time. We can
observe that DSGU reached the best accuracy (0.578) the fastest. SGU is also relatively
fast. However, the best it can get is less than GRU (0.555 vs 0.556).

Figure 10: Validation accuracy of DSGU, GRU and SGU and LSTM in terms of the number
of iterations in the text generation task. Each line is drawn by taking the mean
value of 15 runs of each configuration.
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Figure 11: Validation accuracy of DSGU, GRU and SGU and LSTM in terms of time in
the text generation task. Each line is drawn by taking the mean value of 15 runs
of each configuration.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we explored the possibility of using multiplicative gate to build two recurrent
neural network structures, namely Deep Simple Gated Unit (DSGU) and Simple Gated
Unit (SGU). Both structures require fewer parameters than GRU and LSTM.

In experiments, we noticed that both DSGU and SGU are very fast and often more
accurate than GRU and LSTM. However, unlike DSGU, SGU seems to sometimes lack the
ability to characterize accurately the mapping between two time steps, which indicates that
DSGU might be more useful for general applications.

We also found deep multiplication gate to be an intriguing component of RNN. On one
hand, with properly designed multiplication gate, RNN can learn faster than other models
but become more fragile due to the fluctuation of data, on the other hand, adding a layer
to the multiplication gate can make RNN more stable, while keeping the learning speed.

Regarding the potential drawbacks of SGU and DSGU, one thing we would like to point
out is that both SGU and DSGU use sigmoid activation function (instead of softmax) as
the output activation function for binary and multi-class classification tasks. We should
note here that although binary classification using SGU and DSGU provides a probabilis-
tic distribution, in multi-class case these models only provide the best class instead of a
probabilistic distribution.

In the future, we would like to explore the usefulness of deep multiplication gate mathe-
matically, test the performance with a deeper gate as well as perform experiments on more
tasks.
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